Novel Concept and Device for Holding the Rotational Hemostasis Valve During Neuroendovascular Procedures.
Hemostasis valves are commonly used in neurointerventions. We propose a novel concept for fixing hemostasis valves to the operating table during procedures. Moreover, we report our preliminary in vitro experience using these new devices created using a 3-dimensional printer. The hemostasis valve holder (HVH) comprises 2 components: an inner fixer and an outer socket. It was designed to be suitable for use with all rotational hemostasis valves commercially available. HVH contains magnets at the bottom that facilitate its attachment to a thin steel board beneath a sterilized drape on the working table. We evaluated the HVH's efficacy via in vitro experiments involving stent placement by a single operator. HVH allowed easy attachment to and detachment from the rotational hemostasis valve. Moreover, the use of multiple HVHs facilitated operators to concentrate on the procedure because they continuously prevented the unexpected movement of devices at several points. Use of HVHs enables stent placement to be performed even by a single operator. We observed that forming a loop of the stent delivery catheter between 2 HVHs enhanced the device control. HVHs should be more useful than conventional methods, particularly in cases requiring fine complementary control of both a microcatheter and microguidewire.